
  Days In Los Angeles



Los Angeles

Los Angeles:  an urban region of nearly 20 million -  violence, cold, brutal, porn industry, water,
Californian racism, 50% Latinos
<< a sick place, a place to run mad, a place that takes you captive, that lets you no chance, no
escape possible, you never every will get it out of our head again

February The First

We will arrive at LAX in time, it's 1:10 PM local time now, unfortunately Los Angeles very cloudy
today. The pilot had announced it, so it were no wonder that one could not see much of the city
during the approach. Only for a brief moment a glimpse from high above was possible, but was this
in fact Los Angeles as such, or maybe a suburb or so? Disappointing in any case, especially not to
see the ocean, so far, one could have see so much during the flight.

<< From Frankfurt over England, Iceland, Greenland, the Canadian boarder, endless whiteness with
some small lights, mountain area, dessert, clouds. Description of the flight route.
 
Soon we will land on LAX the pilot said, as suddenly the clouds broke up, seconds before the
touch-down, it was the asphalt of the runway one could see now! The clouds obviously up to nearly
the ground, should one call it better haze or fog - what for an idea about "soon" had the pilot, I
asked me. 

<<  long  rolling  until  the  terminal.  Goodbye  to  Lufthansa  stewardess,  talking  about  Lufthansa
stewardesses. 
<< way to custom, the escalator, the view into the terminal, the huge American flag
<< problems at custom, a lot of hectic, men with beards........
<< speaking with the customs officer; first time in the US; yes!
<< fetching my luggage, the toxic luggage, leaving the terminal
<< Flyaway bus,  clouds  disapearing,  first  time Hollywood  sign,  way to  Union Station,  Union
Station, taxi, motel Travel Inn, first impressions.
<< Time in motel (describing room).
<< Later out for dinner, Gus's, first impressions Westlake, homeless.

February The Second

<< Travel Inn

My first waking up in Los Angeles, I looked at the alarm clock, my alarm clock, the alarm clock I
had brought along from Germany. It was a quirk, always taking my alarm clock with me, even
knowing that there would be one in the room I had booked. But, why learn how to set the alarm?
How would the alarm tone sound? No, it would be better to have the alarm clock with me, the alarm
clock I was used to. Even if I felt unwell the first time when I did it, the first time? At the airport,
security check, in my carry-on luggage, an alarm clock? Could this cause problems? Could they
think that I would be a terrorist? Of course, I had removed the batteries, but......? At the x-ray, when
you have to put out your laptop and electronic devices, I also laid the alarm clock and the batteries
in the plastic tray so that everybody could see the alarm clock and the batteries – it functioned!
When was the first time? In six minutes the alarm would start, six minutes until 9 AM, local time, of
course local time, German time would make no sense – it also functioned abroad.



9 AM, I thought that this would be a good time to start the day, had not to consider any breakfast
time, this was America. Maybe better, this was a motel, the Travel Inn, very near to MacArthur
Park. Well, in Germany, I always ate no breakfast at all, when working, at home. My plans here, in
Los Angeles, America? No plans for breakfast today, today I would have no time for a breakfast at
all, at least until reaching my today's aim. My first morning in Los Angeles, I had a mission, had to
do something – I had two missions, but first the first, first the Endless Blue at Santa Monica, then
the White House at Malibu. But I thought, maybe I should get up first.

In the United States, the first I did was to switch on the TV, local news. The second what I did was,
to take a shower – California, not much water but at least two or three times a day a shower, I had to
align with the native lifestyle. February, the coldest month in Los Angeles, not that cold for me, the
summer heat would have been too much for me. Yeah, maybe no luxury to have more than one
shower a day.

<<<<< Santa Monica Beach, Malibu (House), Point Dume, Californian Girl, L.A. Times

February The Third

<< Tavel Inn

The second awaking, and it was already as if I would wake up in this room every day, my whole
life. I stood up, switched on the TV, took a shower. A pair of trousers, a shirt, packing the backpack,
the dollar note.

I pondered about how to arrange the morning now. Well, could not find any place to buy me my
L.A. Times, but would like to buy one to read it. As I arrived at Union Station, the day before
yesterday,  with  the  Fly-Away bus,  I  saw  a  shop  there  for  travel  goods,  there  I  should  get  a
newspaper, if not there, where else then?

<< With the Metro (Westlake Station) to Union Station
<< Union Station, the hall, ceiling, Amtrak, resting area........
<< L.A. Times, Shop, buying an L.A. Times..........
<<  discovering  Café  Crêpe;  Eggs  Benedict  first  day,  then  Caesar's  Salad  with  fruits,  triple
Americano
<< from now on every day

<<<<<<< Long Beach, restaurant – sunburn

 
February The Fourth

<< Travel Inn

I stood up, switched on the TV, took a shower. A pair of trousers, a shirt, packing the backpack, the
dollar note. Union Station, L.A. Times, Caesar Salad with fruits on top, triple Americano.

<< sunburn, base cap, sun milk



<<<<< St. Monica (pedestrian), Crêpe,  Internet café (Koreatown)

February The Fifth

<< Travel Inn

I stood up, switched on the TV, took a shower. A pair of trousers, a shirt, packing the backpack, the
dollar bill. Union Station, L.A. Times, Caesar Salad with fruits on top, triple Americano.

<< Fifth day, the day of remembering: 
At the beginning, not aware of, that I had been in the city already. On the fifth day I became aware
of it, at the (fucking) Hollywood / Sunset Boulevard

<< I would discover that all that I have done so far, also the arrival at the airport!, I had already
done the year before, like driving every day to Union Station, L.A. Times, Caesar Salad with fruit
and triple Americano. But also the pier, the ocean, the White House, the Californian girl.......it all
had happened the year before.

 << But I drove to the Travel Inn, and this was in 2018! But at the airport they accepted it that I
would be the first time in L.A., but this is not true! The Travel In is 2018, but the airport and all
activities were 2017! But, if these are only memories, what I have done, in fact, over the last few
days? The L.A. Times in my backpack says that it's 2018! So, obviously, it's 2018!

<< For the rest of the day, Beverly Hills and suchlike 

<< Westlake they take away the homeless

<<<<<<< Hollywood / Sunset Boulevard, Beverly Hills, Westlake

February The Sixth

<< Jerry's Motel

<< I wake up and realize that this is not the room in the Travel Inn. Description of the room, the
rings, it's the room I had in 2017, Jerry's Motel. 

<< But I thought that I had understood it yesterday, I grab my L.A. Times from yesterday, still in
my backpack, it's the L.A. Times from February the fifth, 2017! But hadn't I been yesterday at the
Hollywood Boulevard, and it had figured out that it's in fact 2018? Hadn't I owned an L.A. Times
from 2018 yesterday? I decided to try to figure it out, it's 2017, but I have memories of 2018? On
the other hand,  only the Travel In was connected to  2018, all  the others,  that I  had found out
yesterday, had happened in 2017. So, it has to be 2017.

<< I stand up, story about the muffins, no banana muffins anymore

<< On the street, looking down 3rd Street, remembering my arrival in 2017, my first dinner in L.A.
at Gus's Drive Inn

<< My way to Union Station (Skyline etc.), as always, but not the last days starting at Westlake.
Describing the way to 7th Street. The usual breakfast, Eggs Benedict first day, then Caesar's Salad



with fruits, triple Americano, and the African American waitress asks, as usual? Have bought an
L.A. Times, it's 2017.  

<< China Town (Wonder Cafe, history, old man)

February The Seventh

<< Jerry's Motel

<< I feel secure, it's Jerry's Motel again 

<< National History Museum......, Rose Garden (Stuttgart), Langer's 

February The Eigth

<< Travel Inn 

<< The last two days were wonderful, now sure that it's 2017. But now waking up at the Travel Inn
again! The L.A. Time from yesterday is from 2018!

<< The Valley, El Pollo Loco

February The Ninth

<< Jerry's Motel; a nice day again, confused about being in 2017 again, but start to accept it 

<< Elysian Park area, Koreatown 

February The Tenth

<< Jerry's Motel; accept that it's Jerry's

<< Angelino Heights

February The Eleventh

<< Travel Inn, accept that it's Travel Inn again 

<< Along Sunset Boulevard 

February The Twelfth

<< Jerry's Motel, no longer asking what year it is



<< Azusa, Royal In. Tand.

February The Thireenth

<< Travel Inn

<< quarter with flowers at the sidewalk, Del Rey, Venice, Venice Beach – long day

February The Fouteenth

<< Travel Inn

<< Topanga Beach; Malibu Farm Pier Cafe

February The Fifteenth

<< Jerry's Motel

<< Along Wilshire Boulevard

February The Sixteenth

<< Travel Inn

<< Concert Days

<<  Santa Monica Beach and Pier, Diamond District, 7th Street, Skid Row by night, (irritated by
silence)

February The Seventeenth

<< Jerry's Motel

<< Chinese New Year, Firecracker Run, Golden Dragon Parade, Wonder Cafe, Open Mic (own text)

February The Eighteenth

<< Travel Inn

<< Skid Row by day, Fashion District, Downtown; Old Downtown, (shocked, aimless)

February The Nineteenth

<< Jerry's Motel

<< Compton, Paramount, Los Angeles River



February The Twenteenth

<< Jerry's Motel

<< Westside (Jews)

February The Twenty-First

<< Travel Inn

<< Old Downtown

February The Twenty-Second

<< Travel Inn

<< Arts District, Angels Flight, Little Tokyo

February The Twenty-Third

<< Dover

<< Jerry's Motel

<< Downtown, the National Library, exhibition

<< A larger flashforward when leaving the library again!

February The Twenty-Fourth

<< Jerry's Motel

<< Echo Park 

February The Twenty-Fifth

<< Jerry's Motel

<< Crenshaw, Inglewood (Mingles Tea Bar), Cemetery

February The Twenty-Sixth

<< Jerry's Motel

<< Santa Monica Beach and Pier, saying goodbye

February The Twenty-Seventh



<< Jerry's Motel

<< L.A. Zoo (Stuttgart, Jaguar), saying goodbye 

<< The second climax. L.A. Zoo, London the black swans, Matosinhos the ocean.

February The Twenty-Eighth

<< Jerry's Motel

<< Way to LAX, at airport, Tents, Sweeping

<< taxi to Union Station

<< Flyaway Bus to LAX:
<<< Homeless sweeping in front of tent
<<< last time fucking Hollywood sign, being disgusted
<<< LAX sign, tears

<< entering the terminal
<< buying a L.A. Times, it's February 28th, 2017

At the airport waiting for the plane: The large flag behind the glass, desperate, tears, not knowing to
come back, good to come back? Refusing to accept to have to fly back, pondering about how you
could stay, knowing that this city is sick, sick like a loopy woman, promising tenderness, warmth
and security. Hoping to come back, sick in a sick world.  


